RICHARD BR-I\.UER AND K. A. FOWLER in a group of this kind , then d(G, H ) ~ 5. The values 3 and 5 given here cannot 4. Section IV deals ,vith properties of real elements G different from 1. If G has distance at least 4 from the set m of involutions , this distance is infinite . Actually , the normalizer f ) = 9C (G) of G in ~ is an abelian group which is the normalizer of each of its elements H ~ 1. This implies that d (H , L ) = 00 if H is an element of f ) , H ~ 1, and L is an element of ~ not in f ) . Subgroups f ) of this type occur fairly frequently in groups of even order . They have a number of interesting properties . In particular , the order h of ;f) is relatively prime to its index . There exist involutions J which transform every element of f ) into its inverse . If n (J ) is the order of the normalizer 9C (J ) of J in~, thenh ~ n (J ) + 1, unless ;f) is a normal subgroup of ~; in the latter case, ~ " splits " into ;f) and a subgroup 5ffi of 9C (J ) . There exist infinitely many simple groups ~ each of which contains a subgroup ;f) of the type here discussed ,vith h = n (J ) + 1.
Our results concerning real elements G ~ 1 of distance at most 3 from the set m of involutions are rather fragmentary . It can happen that the distance from G to misactually equal to 3. In this connection , \ve sho\v that , under certain conditions , some of the Sylow subgroups of ~ are abelian . It is, of course, very easy to construct groups in which no Sylo ,v subgroup is abelian . Ho \vever , a large number of " interesting " groups seem to possess some abelian Sylo ,v subgroups . Perhaps , in view of this , our result deserves consideration .
5. The last section deals with properties of the characters of groups of even order . If n has the same significance as in 1, there exists an irreducible real character , not the I -character , of a degree less than n . On the basis of this remark , one can study the cases ,vhere n is small . If the results of C. Jordan and H . F . Blichfeldt on linear groGps of a given degree could be improved materially , this would make it possible to improve the results mentioned above in 1.
If p is a prime dividing g ,vith the exact exponent a, it may be that ~ does not possess irreducible characters of defect 0 for p, that is, characters whose degrees are divisible by pa. On the other hand , many " interesting " groups do have such characters . In Section V ,ve give some sufficient conditions for the existence of characters of defect O.
Finally , if ~ contains a subgroup .\) of the type discussed in 4, rather detailed information concerning the values of the irreducible characters of ~ for the elements of f ) can be given . This is of great help in constructing the characters of ~.
FINITE GROUPS 4 be replaced by smaller values .
6. NOTATION . The normalizer of an element G of ~ will be denoted by W(G) and its order by n(G). The set of elements X of ~ \vhich transform G into G or G-I, that is, for which X-IGX = G or X-IGX = G-l forms a subgroup ~*(G). If G is non-real or if G is an involution, ~*(G) = ~(G). If G is real and of order greater than 2, ~*(G) has order 2n(G). The classes of conjugate elements of ~ will be denoted by Sfo , Sfl, . . . , srk -l . Here, !to will be the class containing 1. Then the classes containing involutions are taken, say these are the classes Sfl, . . . , Sf :r . Next we take the other real classes and finally the non-real classes . Usually, Gi will denote a representative element for sri . If ni = n(Gi), then Sfi consists of g/ ni elements .
The group ring of ~ formed over the field of rational numbers will be denoted by r . With each sri '\ ve associate an element Ki of r . Here, Ki is the sum of the u/ ni elements of Sf !i . As is well known, th~ elements Ko, Kl , . . . , Kk-l form a basis for the center A of r , and hence we have formulaẽ k-l (0) KiKj = "'-'IJ =O ai J ' I J K I J .
Here, the aiil' are non-negative rational integers . If ;f) is a subgroup of ~, the index of ;f) in ~ ,viII be denoted by (~:;f)).
II . Existence of large subgroups 7. Let mc be the set of involutions of the group @ of even order . Then mc is the union of Sf ! , Sf2 , . . . , Sfr . Set
( 1 ) M' = K! + K2 + . . . + Kr . Then M is that element of A which is the sum of all the involutions in @. It Folio ,vs from (0) that ,ve have formulae
Clearly, the coefficient Ci is equal to the number of ordered pairs (X , Y) of involutions X , Y such that PROOF . If Gi is not real , the lemma shows that Ci = o. If Gi is real , there are exactly n(Gi) elements which transform Gi into ail , and hence Ci ~ n(Gi) = ni . Finally, if Gi is an involution, Vi ~ ni -1 and hence Ci ~ ni -2. 
and Suppose first that ~ does not contain invariant involutions . If Q3 is a subgroup of ~ of maximal order v < g, Theorem (2F ) sho\vs that g/ v < n (n + 1)/ 2.
It follows from (5*) that n ~ nl , and since nl is the order of a subgroup 9C (GJ , \ve have nl ~ v. Thus 2g < v2(v + 1) . One easily sees that this implies v > ...:!2g -1/ 3.
The case in \vhich ~ contains invariant involutions can be treated in a manner similar to that used in the proof of (2D ) . THEOREM (2H ) . If ~ is a group of even order g which contains m involutions and if n = g,lm , then there exists a normal subgroup ~ ~ ~ of ~ such that ~/~ is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on u letters with u = 2 or u < n (n + 2)/ 2. In parti < ;:ular , (~:~) = 2 or (~:~) < (n (n + 2)/ 2] ! If~ contains at most one invariant involution , the number n (n + 2)/ 2 can be replaced by n (n + 1)/ 2.
PROOF . If Q3 is the subgroup mentioned in (2F ) , there corresponds to Q3 a permutation representation of ~ of degree u . We obtain (2H ) by taking for t he kernel of this representation .
COROLLARY (21) . If ~ is a simple group of even order g > 2 which contains m involutions and if n = g/ m, then g < [n (n + 1)/ 2] ! If J is an involution of @, then n in the inequality can be replaced by n (J ) . There exist only a finite number of simple groups in which the normalizer of an involution is isomorphic to a given group .
PROOF . The first statement follows at once from (2H ) , since a simple group of even order g > 2 cannot contain an invariant involution . The second statement then follows from (5*) , which implies n ~ n (J ) .
10. For a later application , we mention still another result '\vhich is obtained by the method used above . COROLL .-\RY (3E ) . If ~ contains more than one class of involutions , the' n any tW6 elements 01 and O2 with even n (GJ , n (G2) have distance at most 5. A similar argument can be used to prove (3F ) . If @ is a group of even order which contains a real element G such that n (H ) is odd for every H different from 1 in W(G) , then @ contains involutions which have distance greater than 2 .
One can also sho,v by examples that the number 5 in (3E ) cannot be replaced by a smaller value .
IV . The set of real elements 13 . We prove LEMMA (4A ) . If G is a real element of the group Q ; of even order and if n (G) is odd, then there exists an involution Jwhichtransforms G into G-1. All involutions which transform G into G-] are conjugate in ~, and the number of such involutions is equal to the indexof S J1 (G) n SJ1 (J ) in SJ1 (G) .
PROOF . Since n (G) is odd , G is not an involution . Then the group l11 * (G) has and hence .\1 is abelian .
As an immediate consequence of (4B ) , we have FINITE GROUPS 
PROOF . It Folio\vs from (4C ) that 91(G) is abelian . If HE 91(G) , then SJl (G) 91(H ) . For H ~ 1, \ve have d(H , J ) ~ 3 and hence (4C ) can be applied to H instead of G: Since W(H ) is abelian and G E 91(H ) , we have W(H ) s: SJl (G) and hence 91(G) = 91(H ) .
It is now clear that any element H ~ 1 of SJl (G) has distance at most 1 from every element different from 1 of SJl (G) and distance 00 from every element not in 91(G) .
COROLLARY (4E ) . If a real element G ~ 1 has distance at least 4 from the set Wl of involutions , then d (G, Wl) = 00 and 91(G) is the normalizer of each H ~ 1 in 91(G) .
Indeed , (4A ) sho\vs that there exists an involution J such that J -1GJ = G-I. Then (40 ) and (4D ) apply . Since n (G) is odd , all involutions lie outside 9~(G) .
14. We consider a subgroup f ) of an arbitrary group ~ of finite order g such that ~ is the normalizer of each of its elements different from 1. Our results will apply to the subgro. up 91(G) in (4D ) .
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that Ho E ~. No \v (10) shows that Ho = now have It is clear that f ) ,viII be abelian . If p is a prime dividing the order h of f ) , there exists an element P of order p in f ) . Let ~ be a p-Sylow group of GJ which contains P , and let Po ~ 1 be an element of the center of ~. Then Po E 91 : (P ) = and hence SJ1 (Po) = f ) . Since ~ ~ SJ1 (Po) = ~, it follows that p is prime to the index gjh of ~.
Let 91 : denote the normalizer of ~ in GJ . Since f ) is a normal subgroup of 91 : and since h is relatively prime to (91 : : f ) , there exists a subgroup 5ill such that ( [3] , p . 125) SJ1 = ~5ill, ~ n 5ill = { I } .
If 5ill has order w , then 91 : has order hw .
In 91 :, the h -1 elements H ~ 1 of f ) have normalizers of order h. Hence they are distributed into (h -l )jw classes of conjugate elements each consisting of w elements. In particular , w divides h -1. Actually , if pa is the highest po,ver of a prime p dividing h, then w divides pa -1. This is seen by considering a No two distinct conjugates of f ) can have an intersection different from 1, since each conjugate of ~ is the normalizer of each of its elements different from 1. Now the arguments leading to Sylow 's theorem sho\v that the number of conjugates is congruent to 1 modulo h. If ,ve denote this number by 1 + Nh , ,vhere N is a rational integer , then gj (hw) = 1 + Nh and hence g = wh (1 + Nh ).
We have proved t THEOREM (4F ) . If GJ is a group of finite order g and !;) is a subgroup such that is the normalizer of each of its elements different from 1, then !;) is abelian and its order h is relatively prime to its index g j h. TVe can set 
This 
.holds . Nh , and since (17) implies Then ~ is normal in~. If two sets LI9Jlo and L2mO , \vith L1 , L2 E ~, L1 ~ L2 , are not disjoint, thereexist involutions J1, J2 E mo such that L1J1 = L2J2. Then L~IL2 = J1J2 and Jtransforms the element Lo = L-l L2 E ~ into its inverse .
If the l sets Lmo , LE ~, are pairwise disjoint, their union contains lmo distinct elements . Since no element of ~ appears , ,ve have lmo ~ g -l and hence l g / (mo + 1). As a special case , \ve note (4L). If ~ contains m involutions , any subgroup ~ of order l > g/ (m + 1) contains real elements different from 1. In p~rticular, . if n = g/ m, any subgroup of order l :? ;; n contains real elements different from 1.
The following example sho \vs that this result cannot be improved substantially . If ~ = LF (2, q) and q is a prime power with q = :; -1 (mod 4), the subgroups of order q do not contain real elements different from 1. On the other hand, m = q(q -1)/ 2 and g/ (m + 1) < q + 1.
As another consequence of (4K), ,ve note that if the group ~ in (4G) contains r :? ;; 2 classes of involutions .R '1 , .R '2, . . . , Str and if JE .R 'l , then h ( -1 -1 n2 + na + + -1 + -1 )-1 . . . n,. g .
Indeed , as we have seen above , no element of one of the cla~ses ~2 , ~3, . . . , ~T can transform an element of ~ different from 1 into its inverse .
It is a consequence of (4G) that if subgroups ~ of the type discussed there occur , then some of the Sylo,v groups of @ are abelian and consist entirely of rPH , l piements . We can obtain the same conclusion under slightly different assumptions .
(4M). Let p be an odd prime. If ~ contains real elements of an order divisible by p, and if every real element of order p has distance greater than 2 from the set of involutions of ~, then the p-Sylow groups ~ of ~ are abelian and consist entirely of real elements . All the elements of ~ different from 1 have the same normalizer , which is abelian and consists entirely of real elements .
PROOF . Let G be a real element of an order divisible by p. After replacing G by a suitable po'\ verve may assume that G has order p. Then (4A) and (4C) show that there exist involutions J ,vhich transform G into G-I, that m(G) is abelian , and that Jtransforms every element of ~(G) into its inverse . Let b e a p-Sylo'\ v subgroup of ~ which contains G, and let Go be an element of order p in the center of ~. Since Go Em(G), '\ve can apply the above argument to Go instead of G. Since ~ ~ ~ (Go ), ~ is abelian and consists entirely of real elements . Now let P be an element of ~ different from 1. A suitable power ps of P has order p. The above argument sho '\ vs that m(ps), and hence ~(P), is abelian and consists entirely of real elements . It no'\ v follo'\ vs easily that all the elements of different from 1 have the same normalizer . In particular , if n = gIm , then f < n .
Thus if n ~ 2, that is, if at least half of the elements of ~ are involutions , h as a real character of degree 1 which is not the I -character . This implies that has a normal subgroup of index 2. One can also sho\v that the elements in õ f odd order form a normal subgroup of ~. Using the kno \vn groups of degree 2, one can obtain
(5B ) . If the group (;$ 5 oj even order g contains at least g/ 3 involutions , then ~ has a normal subgroup ~o such that ~/~o either is cyclic of order 2 or 3 or is the icosahedral group of order 60.
If (5A ) is combined \vith Jordan 's and Blichfeldt 's Theorems on linear groups of given degrees, results similar to (2H ) can be obtained . Ho " Tever , our present knowledge in this matter does not enable us to improve the results given in II . is prime to p, n). must be divisible by pd, that is; v ~ d. The first condition (24) implies Xpl ~ 0, and hence Xp must be of positive defect for 2. COROLLARY (5D ) . If , in (5C) , n (G) is prime to p , then there exists a character of ~ which is of defect 0 for p and of positive defect for 2.
22. There is a second case in \vhich \,re can prove that 6; possess es characters of defect O.
(5E ) . Suppose that J is an involution a1w that for some odd prime p there exists a prime power group ~o of order pc > 1 such that no element of ~o different from 1 is mapped on its inverse by any conjugate of J . If P divides n (J ) with the exact exponent v, then there exists an irreducible character XP whose degree is divisible by pC -II and which is of positive defect for 2. f n particular , if ~o can be taken as a p-Sylow group of ~ and if v = 0, then XP is of defect 0 for p .
PROOF . If J belongs to srI , then the proof of (2.. .\) sho,vs that under our
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while the degree z of the 1 /1 i satisfies z = ' Y + ow (mod h).
These results are a special case of a more general result ,vhich ,vas obtained originally as an application of a theorem on characters [1] . A direct simple proof using induced characters ,vas given by M . Suzuki .
Using the orthogonality relations for group characters , one obtains the following additional relations :
(t -1)'Y2 + ('Y -0)2 + L a~ = w + 1, t'Yz + L ! jaj = oz.
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